
USING A VOICE ACTIVATED INTERFACE WITH A 
WMS FOR CASE PICKING IN A COLD STORE  

 

 
 

Reed Boardall, UK, where the mezzanine is located inside the cold store alongside the mobile 
racking 

In recent years there has been a marked increase in case picking within the cold chain 
industry. The preferred method is to pick from static selective racking primarily from the 
bottom level. However, cold storage capacity is dramatically reduced when high density 
racking is replaced with a static racking layout.  In the UK the preferred solution is to case 
pick on mezzanine floors, thus fully utilizing the height within the cold store.  In a 13m high 
store, for example, it should be possible to have five mezzanine levels, greatly increasing the 
number of SKU’s that can be picked.  
 
Back up stock is kept in high density racking and relocated as required to the mezzanine 
area by the warehouse management system.  The bottom or floor level in the mezzanine 
area can also be used to make up picked orders in reverse drop sequence so that they can 
be loaded quickly when the delivery truck arrives.     
 

Another great opportunity for cost savings in South African cold stores  
 
While viewing a busy temperature-controlled case picking operation in Australia, I asked 
what improvements had been realized using "Voice" technology in case picking applications. 
To the manager in charge, the use of “Voice” in freezer applications was a “no brainer”. The 
project payback through increased efficiencies and cost savings was estimated at less than 
six weeks. The case picking was done out of selective fixed racking inside the freezer and 
chiller chambers. The picking staff were wearing the correct PPE including high quality 
freezer wear. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

James Cunningham testing the voice picking technology 

 
The Voice picking technology can pick, scan and view manifests at Minus 25 degrees. When 
a cold wear suit is worn the picker can stay in the cold room for hours with productivity 
improvements that will pay off the investment in months rather than years. 
 
Efficiencies can be further improved with the use of multi-level mezzanine floors, which 
increase the number of SKU’s that be picked per m2 of freezer room floor area. Isn’t it time 
that South African cold stores adopted voice to case pick? 
 

 


